Fixtures

The fixture is an important aspect of the lighting and heating system, ensuring the safety and proper function of the applied light or heat source. All fixtures comply with both European and North American safety regulations and have been subject to testing by independent laboratories. Exo Terra is committed to ensuring you and your reptile’s safety.

- Light Dome or Wire Light suspension bracket
- Easily adjustable
- Extends life span of light bulbs
- Suspends most light fixtures securely
- Helps prevent accidental tipping
- Prevents terrarium damage

The Exo Terra Light Bracket is designed to suspend the Exo Terra Light Dome or other types domes or wire fixtures above any Exo Terra Natural Terrarium or other glass terrarium securely. The Exo Terra Light Bracket easily adjusts to fit most types of fixtures or can be used to regulate heat/light according to required terrarium conditions by moving the rubber washers. Since the bulbs do not need to be moved after installation - together with increased ventilation - the light bulbs’ (basking lamps, Solar Glo, etc.) life span is drastically improved.
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Light Dome Support Fixture

- Light Dome or Wire Light suspension bracket
- Easily adjustable
- Extends life span of light bulbs
- Suspends most light fixtures securely
- Helps prevent accidental tipping
- Prevents terrarium damage

The Exo Terra Light Bracket is designed to suspend the Exo Terra Light Dome or other types domes or wire fixtures above any Exo Terra Natural Terrarium or other glass terrarium securely. The Exo Terra Light Bracket easily adjusts to fit most types of fixtures or can be used to regulate heat/light according to required terrarium conditions by moving the rubber washers. Since the bulbs do not need to be moved after installation - together with increased ventilation - the light bulbs' (basking lamps, Solar Glo, etc.) life span is drastically improved.
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